Create hot new looks with this easy step-by-step cutting guide from Andis.
Classically Modern. You.

The Classically Modern. You. collection contains 3 cuts with different styling variations. The tools shown below will help you create each cut from start to finish. Turn to Andis for quality professional products and the latest in education.
To begin, set the Supra 120 blade to 0000 position and affix the #4 attachment comb. Cut vertical sections to remove weight from temple area up to the crown.

Change to #3 attachment comb and complete the section below previously cut area. When complete, change to #2 comb, and cut the section up to the occipital area.

In the nape area and around the ears, use the #1 attachment comb to blend and finish the taper.

Using the Slimline Pro, shape at the nape and over the ear. Create a sideburn shape and clean up any excess hair. Repeat on the other side.

For the top interior, take horizontal sections using the clipper-over-comb technique with the Supra 120, blending to the sides. Point cutting for texture should also be done at this stage.

Use the RAZR Pro Lather Machine and your favorite razor to complete defined lines on the face, chin and neck area.

Using the ProDry+ Dryer, dry and style using your favorite styling products to achieve the look desired.
Divide freshly shampooed hair into 2 sections, creating a horseshoe shape at the receded area of each temple.

Using a #1 blade on the MVP Clipper, begin tapering the front left temple, using the clipper-over-comb technique. Work around the head to the other side.

Place the comb flatter at the lowest point of the head. When working up the head, tip the comb out (towards you) to preserve length.

After one full rotation, use the Superliner Trimmer on the right temple and start lining and edging, working your way around to the other side.

Cut the nape using 1" wide vertical sections, utilizing your moving guide with each new section.

Release top section. Using the MVP, switch to the 000 blade and backhand clipper cut the top starting in the crown area and work forward.

Square-cut the top, preserving length as you get closer to the front. When complete, proceed to cross-check for evenness.

With the ProDry+ Dryer, a brush and your favorite styling products, begin drying in the bang area. Direct hair in every direction to achieve an elevated, tousled look.
Wet hair and create a horseshoe-shaped parting around the parietal ridge.

With the Envy Clipper blade in open position, use clipper-over-comb technique to work in vertical panels around the head to remove bulk. Begin on the right and work to the other side.

Part the top into 3 sections. Begin cutting using clipper-over-finger on the right side. Overdirecting can help preserve length in the front. Make sure to connect to the previously clipped area below.

Move to the beard to remove excess bulk with an appropriate size attachment comb. Adjust lengths to complement the client’s facial shape and desired look.

With the blade still closed, take horizontal sections in the top interior.

Using the Charm Trimmer, start on the right side to edge the perimeter of the beard. Work to the left.

Perform strokes using your ProDry+ Dryer and brush to lift and create volume as desired.

Watch the full video for each cut and download instructions to learn how to create today’s hottest styles.

www.andis.com/GetTheLook
Classically MODERN. You.
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We believe in education as much as you do.

We are continually developing new materials to support education efforts like yours. For example, our recent video series featuring step-by-step tutorials can help teach your students how to achieve today’s popular clipper cuts.
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Get the LOOK! Download free how-to videos at: www.andis.com/GetTheLook

Contact us today to find out how an Andis educator can enhance your curriculum - 1.800.558.9441.